
 

The Passenger 

Ideally suited to Year 11 

Performance length: 50 minutes 

The play centres on a specific case study concerning two 

young people, both aged 18 and in love, and charts their 

journey from a party to a seemingly inevitable fate. The 

involvement of a third character, whose close connection with 

the events portrayed is gradually revealed, dramatically 

highlights the emotional, social and psychological impact of the 

wrong decisions made by both passenger and driver when 

travelling in a car, while the physical consequences are made 

only too real. Using audience members, the company members 

investigate how things could be different, if only the passenger 

had taken steps to make the drive safer. 

The Package 

• Ideal audience size:150  
• Sold in week-long blocks of 10 performances and 

workshops  

• Booking of schools by the company or Local Authority 

• Teachers’ resource pack, accessed by password from the website, comprising a 
variety of lesson activities. 

• Personalised post-tour evaluation report based on views of teachers and young 
people. 

 

Student Feedback 

The statistics announced and the psychological effects on the people 

involved had the most impact on me. I thought that the 

performance was very emotional and extremely effective. 

The part that made the greatest impact was when I found out that 

the passenger can always do something. The play really showed me 

that road safety is a serious issue It was amazing, the actors were 

great and everyone was paying attention and listening. Thank you 
for helping everyone keep safe. 

The breaking of the 4th wall constantly reminded me that this is a 

problem in everyday life.  I thought the use of dramatic techniques 

highlighted pressing issues in today’s society. It was motivating and 

heartfelt. 

99% of students 

on a tour of Sussex 

schools said that they 

had learnt from the play 

that their behaviour as a 

passenger could affect 

the safety of everyone in 

a vehicle.   

 



 

Teacher feedback 

 The actors are on the same level of as the students- i.e. they struck exactly the 

right tone, engaging them and involving them. Excellent acting, very professional, 

engaging plot and polished yet realistic telling. It is vital 

for fulfilling our need to raise pupil awareness of 

road/driving safety and it’s the most effective and 

memorable way of engaging young people. Leadership 

teacher for citizenship, Noadswood School 

The energy of the performers was stunning- the audience 

was totally caught up in the message and performance. 

It was put across in a clear and honest way. I am sure 

the students will remember this. It was pitched perfectly 

at their age. Absolutely excellent. Using the angle that 

the passenger is also responsible for safety is an 

extremely important message, and one that is often 

ignored. Head of E. Arts Faculty, The Wavell School 

The dramatisation of an event with characters in their age group plus the switches in 

mood were impactful and involving them was also effective. I really like the way that 

other approaches to influencing were included in the way they were e.g. personal 

testimonies, statistics etc. It was a great way of engaging the students with such an 

important issue. Deputy Headteacher, Davison CE High School for Girls 

 

 

 
To book this, please contact tourbooker@boxclevertheatre.com 

 
 

Box Clever Theatre 
V315 Vox Studios | 1-45 Durham Street | Vauxhall | London | SE11 5JH 

100% of teachers  

on a tour of schools in 
Hampshire felt that the 

students had gained a greater 
understanding of the role 
played by the passenger, as 

well as the driver, in ensuring 
safety on the roads and that 
the performance had been 

dramatically effective and held 
the attention of the students. 
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